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'Better than Bayern or City' 
Southampton 0 Liverpool 0 Referee: M Clattenburg Attendance: 31,848 
There is a tendency to view Liverpool's results as either boom or bust. It has 
clearly infected those on the outside looking in but now, it seems, no one is 
immune. TWhen Jurgen Klopp entered the dressing room at St Mary's after the 
final whistle, he delivered a rebuke to his players not for the wasteful finishing 
that led to this goalless stalemate but, rather, for the sombre mood he detected 
among those listening to his debrief. 
"We are disappointed," the midfielder Georginio Wijnaldum said. "When you play 
a game like this and create a lot of chances you expect to score a goal. That didn't 
happen. But the manager is a positive guy, a positive manager. 
He said, 'You must not be negative about the game, we did a lot of good things.' " 
By the time Nathaniel Clyne headed the umpteenth chance wide of Fraser 
Forster's goal, the impression had long since formed that it was not to be 
Liverpool's day. Conversely, here was a performance that should strengthen 
conviction that it could yet be their season. This was not Klopp, right, trying to 
boost his players' fragile egos, rather applying a little perspective on a day 
Manchester City savoured success and reminding his side how close they had 
been to registering another victory. It was the second time in little more than a 
month that Liverpool had failed to trouble the scorers in drawing and the second 
time their opponents have had to forgo any ambition of winning themselves to 
cling on to parity. Claude Puel, the Southampton manager, followed in Jose 
Mourinho's and Manchester United's footsteps, although his team were rather 
more gracious as to the visiting team's qualities afterwards. 
In particular, Pierre-Emile Hojbjerg, the midfielder, was lavish in his praise, saying: 
"It's not only that they move the ball quickly. They also have fast players, and with 
the ball they are very good one against one. I played in Germany against Bayern 
Munich and Dortmund, I played against Manchester City in the Champions 
League, but I must say this is maybe the best team I have ever played against. 
"It's unbelievable how they move, how they stand, how they work together. It's 
like a symphony." That Puel felt his side should not try to go toe-to-toe with their 
rivals demonstrates how Liverpool's reputation precedes them these days. 
Whether that is a healthy respect or the reintroduction of a fear factor, both 
outlooks represent the surest sign that Klopp is making significant progress. 
When Liverpool surrendered a 2-0 lead on the south coast last season, 
succumbing 3-2 to a Sadio Maneinspired fightback, they unravelled alarmingly. 
Southampton enjoyed almost as much possession back in March and conjured 16 
efforts on goal as they laid siege to a team with a soft underbelly. 
However, Klopp did not have the impressive Joel Matip at centre back then. 
Liverpool's domination could also be measured in how much of the ball they had -
- 65 per cent -- and the reality that the hosts did not muster an attempt on target 
in a Premier League game for the first time since December 2004. 
Charlie Austin spurned with their one opportunity, heading Cedric Soares's cross 
wide, but that was a rare interlude when the focus had shifted from stifling 
players such as Philippe Coutinho and Roberto Firmino by whatever means 
possible. "We tried not to change our tactics, but we knew it was not going to be 
easy to play offensively," said Oriel Romeu, the Southampton midfielder. "They 
are probably better players on the ball and, at some point in the game you just 
have to accept that and take the result. Coutinho and Firmino need to be pressed. 
They cannot be allowed to feel comfortable. You have to be aggressive with them 
and try to put your foot in. We all tried to do that." 
Even then, there was nothing like a total shutdown. Southampton goalkeeper 
Forster expertly repelled Mane's curling strike, which the forward presumed 
would arrow into the top corner. Coutinho skewed a left-foot attempt wide with 
only Forster to beat and Firmino did likewise off his right. 
In between, Virgil van Dijk -- who played with such assuredness as to suggest he 
could be the target when Liverpool next plunder these parts -- hauled back 
Firmino on the edge of the penalty area and was relieved that referee Mark 
Clattenburg was not in the mood to hand out punishments. 
It felt telling that the most palatable chances were passed up by the two 
Brazilians, who had faced Argentina in Belo Horizonte and then Peru in Lima 
during the international break and had only arrived back on Merseyside on 
Thursday. Telling, too, that Adam Lallana has not started either of the games 
against United and now his former club in which Liverpool have not scored. Klopp 
does not require any more hard proof as to why the midfielder is as important to 
him as he is becoming for England, but there was a certain energy, drive and 
creativity that was absent, especially in the first half. 
Lallana will return, Coutinho will rediscover his shooting boots and Liverpool will 
have days when they play worse and win. 
RATINGS 
Southampton (4-3-3): F Forster 7 -- C Soares 7, J Fonte 7, V Van Dijk 8, R Bertrand 
7 -- P Hojbjerg 6 (sub: H Reed, 79min), O Romeu 7, S Davis 7 -- N Redmond 5, C 
Austin 5 (sub: J Rodriguez, 75), S Boufal 5 (sub: S Long, 67, 6). Substitutes not 
used: S Taylor, M Yoshida, J Clasie, C Martina. Booked: Soares. 
Liverpool (4-3-3): L Karius 6 -- N Clyne 6, J Matip 8, D Lovren 7, J Milner 7 -- J 
Henderson 7, G Wijnaldum 6, E Can 6 (sub: D Sturridge, 78) -- S Mane 6 (D Origi, 
90), R Firmino 7, P Coutinho 7. Substitutes not used: S Mignolet, R Klavan, A 
Moreno, L Leiva, M Grujic. Booked: Coutinho. 

 
Liverpool left frustrated as dogged Southampton hold on for a draw 

Liverpool continue to enjoy the view from the top of the Premier League, but 
everything would have looked so much better for Jürgen Klopp and his players if 
they had shown the same ruthless touch in front of goal that had carried them to 
the summit. Instead Liverpool departed the south coast ruing the missed 
opportunities that checked their momentum and allowed Southampton to escape 
with a point. 
Philippe Coutinho, Roberto Firmino and Sadio Mané, Liverpool’s exhilarating 
attacking trident, all found themselves in promising positions during a one-sided 
contest, but the combination of some excellent goalkeeping from Fraser Forster 
and wayward finishing prevented the visitors from capitalising on their 
dominance. 
It was certainly not for a lack of trying. Klopp was like a cheerleader at times as he 
danced around on the touchline, throwing his arms in the air and urging his 
players on as they poured forward in search of a breakthrough. 
The Liverpool manager’s desperation for the goal that would have extended their 
lead at the top of the table also shone through in the substitution that brought 
Daniel Sturridge on to replace Emre Can and that so nearly produced a reward. 
Nine minutes from time, Sturridge wriggled clear on the left with a neat piece of 
footwork and floated a deep and inviting centre towards the back post. It was a 
former Southampton player on the end of the cross, but probably not the one 
that Klopp would have chosen. Nathaniel Clyne, from about eight yards out, 
headed inches wide of Forster’s far upright. 
“It was a brilliant situation. Unfortunately for Clyney he was the most surprised 
person maybe in the stadium,” Klopp said. 
“This could have been a goal. Roberto could have scored, Phil could have scored, 
Sadio in the first half, so we had these moments, but that’s good. 
“I am fine with the performance, absolutely. We could gave scored, maybe we 
should have scored, but that’s how football is and very often in my life my teams 
lost games like this when we were so much better and had much more chances. 
We didn’t lose today because we stayed concentrated, and that’s very important 
for us. 
“Everybody could see this season that on a very good day we are able to score 
fantastic goals. But today was much more difficult. Then, staying in the game is 
the best news we can get. So I am not happy, but I’m fine.” 
Klopp, however, ought to have been feeling much better than fine at the end of a 
damp and cold afternoon in Southampton. It was one-way traffic as Saints sat 
deep and Liverpool moved the ball with confidence. 
Klopp’s team enjoyed 65% of possession, made 663 passes compared with 
Southampton’s 371, registered 15 shots on goal against Southampton’s three and 
were 8-1 winners on the corner count. Liverpool, in short, did everything but put 
the ball in the back of the net and only time will tell whether the two points that 
slipped through their fingers here prove costly. 
Southampton were grimly holding on at times, aided by Forster’s goalkeeping and 
another impressive display from Virgil van Dijk. As an attacking force they offered 
little, with the isolated Charlie Austin’s second-half header a rare chance for the 
home team in what was essentially a backs-to-the-wall performance. 
Liverpool’s first presentable opportunity arrived in the 28th minute, when Mané, 
returning to St Mary’s for the first time since his £34m move to Anfield in the 
summer, swept a curling, powerful shot that was arcing towards the top corner 
until Forster flicked it over the crossbar with his fingertips. Mané escaped again 
moments later, but Van Dijk got across superbly to block. 
While Van Dijk was fortunate not to be punished for tugging Firmino’s shirt 
shortly after the interval, Liverpool only had themselves to blame for the 
profligacy that followed. 
Coutinho, set free by Firmino after Pierre-Emile Hojbjerg had carelessly given 
away the ball, sliced wide with only Forster to beat. José Fonte had made up 
plenty of ground to put Coutinho under pressure, but it was still a position from 
which the Brazilian would have expected to score. 
The same was true for the golden opportunity that Firmino squandered in the 
66th minute, with Coutinho this time the provider. Darting runs from Mané and 
Georginio Wijnaldum opened up space for Firmino, who was beautifully found by 
Coutinho’s measured pass, yet the striker steered a low shot with the outside of 
his boot just wide of Forster’s far post. 
Can later dragged a low shot wide, Clyne headed off target and Firmino’s effort 
was repelled by Forster as Southampton just about stood firm. 
“We played a very good team,” Claude Puel, the Southampton manager, said. 
“When they lose the ball they recover it very well. It’s difficult to develop our 
game. Today, we have won one point.” 
 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/football/premierleague
https://www.theguardian.com/football/liverpool
https://www.theguardian.com/football/southampton
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KLOPP ON THE DEFENSIVE AFTER RARE CLEAN SHEET 
SOUTHAMPTON 0 
LIVERPOOL 0 
UNLIKE his back line most weeks, Jurgen Klopp does not let anything creep 
through. That extends to veiled suggestions that Liverpool's title challenge might 
be undermined by defensive issues. It was put to him after the game that there 
must be some level of psychological benefit to keeping a clean sheet, given they 
had only managed one in their 11 previous Premier League fixtures and had 
conceded 14 goals, the joint worse of a side in the top seven. 
But Klopp denied that there is a weakness in the Anfield machine on the back of a 
performance in which Southampton failed to register a shot on goal. 
He said: 'Look how we conceded those goals. Three came from set-pieces but in 
my analysis they were offside. But nobody spoke about that, just that we have a 
problem with set-pieces. We are able to defend. We are not weak in defending. 
Against Southampton, look how Dejan Lovren and Joel Matip defended counter-
attacks. I haven't seen much better.' A greater issue for Liverpool was their failure 
to convert chances. They blitzed Southampton but Roberto Firmino, Philippe 
Coutinho and Sadio Mane blew opportunities after each returned from 
international duty. 
Liverpool's attacking cause was not helped by Southampton sitting so deep, a 
stifling tactic similarly used by Manchester United in the 0-0 draw at Anfield last 
month. It is becoming something of a trend in dealing with Klopp's rampaging 
attack. He said: 'A lot of teams play against us like this. We cannot change what 
other teams do. We are hard to stop. We have to make sure we stay in the game 
and not let them attack, don't let them counter-attack.' 
SUPER STAT: Southampton failed to get a shot on target in a PL game for first time 
since 2004, also against Liverpool. 
SOUTHAMPTON (4-3-1-2): Forster 7; Cedric 6, Fonte 6.5, Van Dijk 7.5, Bertrand 
6.5; Davis 6.5, Romeu 6, Hojbjerg 5.5 (Reed 79min); Boufal 5.5 (Long 66, 6); Austin 
5 (Rodriguez 75, 6), Redmond 5.5. Subs not used: Yoshida, Clasie, Martina, Taylor. 
Booked: Cedric. LIVERPOOL (4-3-3): Karius 6; Clyne 6, Matip 6, Lovren 6, Milner 7; 
Wijnaldum 7.5, Henderson 6.5, Can 6 (Sturridge 78); Mane 6 (Origi 90), Firmino 
5.5, Coutinho 5.5. Subs not used: Grujic, Klavan, Moreno, Lucas, Mignolet. 
Booked: Coutinho. Man of the match: Virgil van Dijk. Referee: Mark Clattenburg 7. 
 

 
Liverpool's defence stands tall; Southampton 0 Liverpool 0 
Liverpool fixtures have come with a government health warning to centre-backs 
this season. 
Amid the applause for the swashbuckling attacking of Jurgen Klopp's side, there 
has been an epidemic of 'tut-tutting' from admirers of blood and guts defending. 
Liverpool have been the targets as much as the opponents they have dismantled, 
and if there has been one consistent source of irritation to Klopp it is the 
suggestion that he has built a side of cavaliers at the expense of his back line. 
No one has yet explained to the Liverpool manager what comparisons to Kevin 
Keegan's Newcastle mean, but should he receive the briefing he will be furious. 
The notion of Liverpool's defence being a weak link offends him, and with the 
greatest respect to Keegan's great entertainers of the mid-Nineties, referencing 
them because Klopp's side score goals, create chances but have conceded a few 
demonstrates there are those who are not paying enough attention. 
That is why although Liverpool did not beat Southampton on Saturday - a fact 
which owed as much to the excellence of the home side's organisation as wasted 
chances - Klopp felt the security of his back four deserved equal recognition. 
"We are not weak in defending. If you want to say this, do it - I don't care. I know 
we aren't," said Klopp. "Look how we defend, how Dejan [Lovren] and Joel 
[Matip] defended these counter-attacks. I didn't see much better. There was no 
counterattack, they were always quick, always there. 
"My favourite situation in the game was when Nathan Redmond or whoever was 
there and there were four players from Liverpool and one player Southampton. 
"We got the ball back and I couldn't see another Southampton player. That's what 
we have to do. Take the ball again and try again." 
Matip, especially, already looks an extraordinary signing. You wonder why so few 
Champions League clubs challenged Liverpool for his signature. How could Pep 
Guardiola allow Manchester City to add digits to their John Stones bids when he 
must have seen this gem in the Bundesliga, available on a free transfer? Lovren 
was also more calm than on his last visit to his former club, and, in truth, has been 
proving himself worth his considerable fee ever since Klopp became manager. 
Naturally, it was Southampton's centre-halves who had more to do than 
Liverpool's and thus claimed more plaudits. The Southampton supporters began 
the afternoon yelling at Lovren, the Croatian not forgiven for leaving St Mary's in 
the manner he did, but by the end the question was how long before Virgil van 
Dijk and Jose Fonte become the next targets of significant bids. 
There are not too many more accomplished centre-half pairings in the Premier 
League. 
Van Dijk and Fonte relished the opportunity to become only the third side to 
stop Liverpool scoring in this campaign. It was a high-class contest despite the lack 
of goals, the Southampton duo repelling the visitors in the first half but relying on 
more fortune in the second. Roberto Firmino, Philippe Coutinho and Nathaniel 
Clyne had the opportunities to secure the victory. 
Not for the first time this season, Liverpool goalkeeper Loris Karius was a 
spectator and will be more bemused than anyone if suggestions persist that 
Liverpool's defensive shield is suspect. 
Southampton offered nothing in attack aside from a Charlie Austin header that 
was just off target. For Liverpool to come here, dominate, and feel disappointed 
not to win underlined how rapidly their expectations are expanding. 
"The players are really disappointed - much more disappointed than I am," said 
Klopp. When a draw away to a fine Southampton side is greeted with mild 
deflation, there is not much wrong. 
3 Southampton have now gone three consecutive Premier League matches 
without losing to Liverpool, their best such run for 16 years. 
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Klopp not concerned despite failure to turn domination into goals 
Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp was surprised to learn that his team had enjoyed 
65 per cent of the possession in Saturday's goalless draw at St Mary's, which most 
people would consider impressive for an away side. oeIt felt absolutely more, he 
said. oeMy feeling was 70-something. But we have no problem with this, that's 
how it is. 
Klopp is relaxed about the probability that more teams will emulate the example 
of Southampton, who approached the visit of his Premier League leaders and top 
scorers as if they were playing on Merseyside, with most of their team behind the 
ball for most of the 94 minutes. After Jose Mourinho sent Manchester United out 
at Anfield last month to frustrate rather than try to win, this was one more 
backhanded compliment to the team the German has built. 
He can understand why even clubs with European ambitions, such as 
Southampton, are wary of the attacking forces at his disposal. Although without 
the injured Adam Lallana, he was still able to field Roberto Firmino, Philippe 
Coutinho and former Saint Sadio Mane, with Daniel Sturridge and Divock Origi 
coming off the bench. Despite Southampton's approach, Klopp's men prised apart 
the red-and-white wall on enough occasions to have won comfortably, and he 
was happy with the performance and oenot over the moon but completely fine 
with the result. 
oeWe watched them in other games and they were more offensive but it's not 
about them having respect [for us] or something, the German said. oeEverybody 
wants to win. If we play this kind of football then it would be crazy to give us 
space, so why should they do so? That's what we have to work on and it's our job 
to do it. 
oeThere is nothing to moan about. You can(tm)t ask them: 'Come on, give us a 
little more space' or something. Before the season we had to work on this and 
until now that is what I meant when I say we are happy with the performance. 
Because again we did well, we came through. It isn(tm)t a game where you have 
20 chances, we had four or five. That is more than enough especially how big 
those chances were. 
oeWe weren't that good against United. If we had played like today against them, 
it's not that we could have won, but we would have had more chances. A lot of 
teams played against us like this and we won. We cannot change what they do. 
We are sure to be stopped sometimes unfortunately but the only thing we have 
to make sure is that it's not because of us. Even when it doesn't work, stay in the 
game, don't let them attack. 
That part of the game plan certainly worked, with Southampton prevented from 
mustering a single effort on target. And it worked further forward, but only up to 
a point. Firmino, Coutinho and Nathaniel Clyne, another St Mary's old boy, all 
missed good second-half chances to secure the victory that would have 
ensured Liverpool remained on top of the table this morning regardless of 
Chelsea(tm)s subsequent victory at Middlesbrough. 
 

 
TIME TO FLY AWAY DANIEL? If Sturridge can't get nod when pals jet-
lagged, he must take off 
SOUTHAMPTON 0 
LIVERPOOL 0 
DEVIL'S advocate Ian Wright didn't win many new friends at Anfield for daring to 
suggest Daniel Sturridge may have to look for a new club in January. 
But after Liverpool's tale of dud, wet and cheers on the south coast, Match Of The 
Day pundit Wright was only addressing the proverbial elephant in the room. 
If England striker Sturridge can't get in Jurgen Klopp's starting XI when Liverpool's 
holy trinity of Philippe Coutinho, Roberto Firmino and Sadio Mane have just 
clocked up 40,000 air miles during the international break, when is he going to be 
first choice? 
Coutinho, Firmino and Mane did not play as if they were paralysed by jetlag at St 
Mary's. Far from it. 
They did, however, spurn Liverpool's best chances, and Sturridge was given only 
12 minutes to pull a rabbit from the hat. 
DUD: This was only the third time Klopp's free-scoring team had drawn a blank 
this season. 
WET: In foul conditions nearer the end of the world than the end of autumn, 
Sturridge should have been given longer to add to his three goals on Liverpool's 
last two visits to Southampton. 
CHEERS: Under his hood, Klopp saluted the travelling fans with clenched fists 
afterwards, but it was still two points dropped on his title crusade. 
Sturridge has yet to score in the Premier League this season and West Ham have 
expressed an interest - although why he would want to go from the title race to a 
relegation battle in an athletics stadium is not clear. 
But former ngland striker Wright lit a bonfire, saying: "When you look at it 
(Coutinho, Firmino and Mane's globetrot-ting), if Daniel Sturridge - who has just 
scored for England and is buzzing - can't get in the team when those lads have 
done so many miles, he's got to start looking at what's going on for himself in 
January." 
Sturridge did well in his cameo, teeing up a chance for Nathaniel Clyne to head 
wide 10 minutes from time, but Southampton - resolute, organised and 
disciplined - deserved their point. 
Manager Klopp had no complaints about Saints' defensive blanket, admitting his 
side will have to get used to opponents' smothering tactics. 
But he seemed surprised by the suggestion that Liverpool, 27 years without the 
title, are the people's champions and enjoy a large swathe of neutral support. 
"I have no idea - nobody told me this until now," said Klopp. "I live in Liverpool so 
I don't hear from a lot of neutrals who are not Liverpool supporters. I'm not sure 
Everton supporters will want us to do well. 
"It's not a problem that Southampton made it difficult for us. It would be crazy to 
give us space so why would they do that? But we had enough chances to win the 
game. 
"Tired or not, the players are more disappointed than I am, but we take the point. 
It goes on our account and we get ready for Sunderland next week." 
Southampton, whose tenacity was a credit to manager Claude Puel, can now turn 
their attention to the Europa League, where victory against Sparta Prague in the 
Czech Republic on Thursday will take them into the next phase of an interminable 
competition. 
Midfielder Oriel Romeu said: "We don't want to put any limit on what we can do 
in Europe. It means a lot to Southampton, and we don't think the Europa League 
is a small competition. 
"We want to stay in it for as long as possible and make history for the club. We 
hav the right attitude to achieve something nice." 
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It wasn't Liverpool's day but it can still be their season 
The Liverpool juggernaut ground to a halt at St Mary's. 
Feast turned to famine as the travelling Kop headed for home with a gnawing 
sense of frustration. Jurgen Klopp's men remain top of the Premier League table 
but this was two points dropped rather than one gained. Having plundered 10 
goals in their previous two outings, the Reds fired blanks on the South Coast. 
 “We can’t be the same team we were before the international break,” Klopp 
warned prior to the clash with Southampton as his full squad only reconvened at 
Melwood on Thursday. The manager's words proved to be prophetic. Liverpool 
weren't at their fluent best as fatigue undoubtedly took its toll, but there wasn't 
too much wrong. After a dismal opening 45 minutes, the Reds took complete 
control and dominated the second half. 
They created more than enough opportunities to secure victory but Roberto 
Firmino, Philippe Coutinho and Sadio Mane squandered the best of them. 
The fact that Liverpool departed crestfallen with a share of the spoils, having 
extended their unbeaten run in all competitions to 13 games, underlined just how 
far they have come since their previous trip to St Mary's in March. 
Back then the Reds capitulated, carelessly tossing away a 2-0 lead and slumping to 
defeat. Now there is much greater resilience as well as quality. 
The manner in which Southampton approached the contest was testament to 
how Liverpool have struck fear into their Premier League rivals so far this season. 
Only one team was seriously interested in trying to win. Claude Puel's lack of 
ambition was a nod to the damage he knew Klopp's men could do to Saints if they 
left themselves exposed. Loris Karius didn't have a single save to make all 
afternoon as Liverpool secured only their second league clean sheet of the 
campaign. When Saints did briefly flicker into life, the threat was expertly dealt 
with by the rock-solid duo of Joel Matip and Dejan Lovren. 
Matip oozed class  
Matip delivered another commanding performance as Charlie Austin barely got a 
kick. The Cameroon international oozed class throughout. Not even a storm of 
biblical proportions could knock the ice-cool centre-back out of his stride. 
Matip won all his aerial duels and used the ball intelligently throughout. He senses 
danger and deals with it with a minimum of fuss. His signing on a free transfer 
from Schalke is increasingly looking like one of the finest pieces of business 
Liverpool have done in the Premier League era. Lovren could also hold his head 
high. His display was the perfect riposte to the torrent of abuse he was subjected 
to from home fans still angry about the manner of his exit from St Mary's in 2014. 
When the Croatian ran the gauntlet back in March he buckled. Fortunate not to 
concede a penalty for a push on Shane Long, he was booked and then taken off at 
half-time by Klopp, who feared he was going to get himself sent off. 
This time he stood tall and didn't let the boo boys get to him. He was helped by 
the travelling Kop who drowned out the stick by chanting 'Dejan Lovren, he's top 
of the league'. It clearly meant a lot to him. At the final whistle Lovren went 
across to the away end, applauded them and handed his shirt to a fan. 
The first half was horribly scrappy and disjointed. Passes repeatedly went astray 
and the wrong option was taken. Liverpool's attacking play lacked it's usual spark 
and swagger. How they missed the energy of Adam Lallana, who was ruled out 
with a groin problem. Unsurprisingly, the front three, who have wreaked havoc so 
far this term, weren't at the peak of their powers following their long haul flights 
back from international duty. Coutinho, who was cleared to play after concerns 
about a tight hamstring, looked weary after his exploits in Brazil's wins over 
Argentina and Peru. At times his touch let him down and he grew increasingly 
agitated as Saints made a habit of roughing him up. 
In contrast Firmino, who had only played eight minutes of football for his country, 
looked full of running but his finishing was wayward. 
Mane wasn't subjected to the Lovren treatment on his return to St Mary's but the 
£30million winger couldn't hit the heights Kopites have been used to this season 
as there was no end product. The Senegal international had two big chances to 
break the deadlock before the interval. Just before the half hour mark he latched 
on to Gini Wijnaldum's pass but his curler was brilliantly tipped over by Fraser 
Forster. Mane then burst clear but delayed the shot and Virgil Van Dijk was able 
to get across and make a crucial block. In the second half Liverpool moved the ball 
quicker and with a greater purpose. There was a better tempo to their work. 
Saints got lucky when Mark Clattenburg, whose erratic display riled both sets of 
fans, failed to spot Van Dijk's blatant tug on Firmino's shirt. 
It was just outside the box but the Dutch defender could easily have been 
dismissed for it. Mane burst past Nathan Redmond but couldn't beat Forster at 
his near post. The home side continued to ride their luck as Coutinho sliced wide 
under pressure from Jose Fonte. The only scare came when Austin climbed above 
Nathaniel Clyne to meet Cedric's cross but he powered a header wide. 
For the most part, Southampton were camped in their own half and clinging on. 
Firmino should have broken the deadlock when he latched on to Coutinho's 
inviting pass. You expected the net to bulge but the Reds' joint top scorer 
inexplicably poked it wide. Klopp went for the jugular, bringing on Daniel 
Sturridge and Divock Origi for Emre Can and Mane. 
Sturridge's impact was instant, working his way into space and crossing for Clyne,  

whose header flashed past the post. A drenched Klopp stood on the touchline 
cursing their misfortune. He knew it wasn't going to be their day. But there was 
little cause for concern. This result should do little to dent the growing belief 
that this could be Liverpool's season. 
MATCH FACTS 
Southampton : Forster, Soares, Van Dijk, Fonte, Bertrand, Davis, Romeu, Højbjerg 
(Reed 78), Boufal (Long 66), Redmond, Austin (Rodriguez 75) 
Not used : Taylor, Yoshida, Clasie, Martina. 
Liverpool : Karius, Clyne, Lovren, Matip, Milner, Henderson, Can (Sturridge 79), 
Wijnaldum, Mane (Origi 90), Coutinho, Firmino. Not used : Mignolet, Grujic, 
Klavan, Moreno, Lucas. 
Referee : Mark Clattenburg Attendance : 31,848 Goals : none Bookings : Cedric, 
Coutinho Man of the match : Joel Matip. Oozed class throughout. Didn't put a 
foot wrong. 

 
Southampton defend valiantly to secure a 0-0 draw against Premier 
League leaders Liverpool at St Mary's 
Saints produced a dogged defensive display to hold Premier League leaders 
Liverpool to a goalless draw at St Mary’s. Claude Puel’s team were set up to 
defend deep against Jurgen Klopp’s attacking talents and had to weather a storm 
of pressure in order to get a point. A mixture of brave defending, poor finishing 
and a couple of good saves from Fraser Forsterdid the job as Saints cemented 
their midtable position with a creditable draw. Liverpool started the game on the 
front foot, showing why they are the most feared attacking side in the Premier 
League at the moment. Every time they broke forward Saints were desperately 
trying to defend and get the ball away. The challenge for them was to try and 
keep possession themselves to impose their own game, but it wasn’t easy. 
Saints were at times sitting so deep to try and make themselves hard to break 
down that Liverpool were allowed long spells on the ball. 
However, Claude Puel could justify his approach as Saints continued to deny 
Liverpool any clear cut chances, though they certainly didn’t like creating many of 
their own either. Liverpool did finally create something on 28 minutes, and it took 
a superb save from Fraser Forster to keep them out. 
Philippe Coutinho switched the ball from left to right to Nathaniel Clyne, whose 
low cross came to Georginio Wijnaldum just inside the area. He fed the ball 
outside to Sadio Mane, whose curling first time right footed shot was heading 
towards the opposite top corner before Forster dived to his left to turn it wide. 
Coutinho tried himself from distance five minutes later but dragged his shot wide 
of the near post. Sofiane Boufal’s wayward pass almost cost Saints moments later 
but in the end Saints were able to scramble away Mane’s right wing cross. 
Saints were certainly living dangerously as first Oriol Romeu and then Forster had 
attempted passes intercepted and again they were left to try and desperately 
defend the resulting breaks forward. Liverpool really were knocking on the door 
as the half wore to a close and Virgil van Dijk came to the rescue on 40 minutes 
with a magnificent last ditch sliding challenge in the area as Mane tried to convert 
from eight yards out after breaking through. Saints got forward themselves two 
minutes later as Charlie Austin brilliantly brought the ball into his stride, but it was 
indicative of just how deep Saints were that, despite holding it up, by the time his 
cross came into the box still nobody else was in there to meet it. 
Wijnaldum had the last effort at goal of the half but put over from just outside the 
area and it was goalless at the break. Liverpool had appeals for a penalty waved 
away by referee Mark Clattenburg just two minutes after the restart. 
Roberto Firmino went down just inside the area as he chased down a ball over the 
top. Van Dijk had clearly given the back of his shirt a little tug, but Clattenburg 
clearly felt it was not enough for such a tumble, and the inevitable red card that 
would have to follow. Forster had to save at the near post moments later as Mane 
drilled in a low shot from and tight angle. Coutinho had a great chance after being 
played in Firmino on 49 minutes but made a total mess of his attempted shot 
under pressure from Jose Fonte and put it harmlessly wide. 
The tempo of the second half was much the same as the second. 
Saints were again sat so deep that making any meaningful attack was going to be 
tough. Liverpool, meanwhile, dominated possession and kept probing away trying 
to find a way to break down the ten men banked in front of them. 
Austin was on defensive duty on 57 minutes and did well to hook Coutinho’s free 
kick over the bar and behind. 
Saints launched a counter attack a minute later and created their first chance 
which Austin should have converted. 
Cedric Soares picked him out with a superb right wing cross but Austin’s header 
from eight yards out was off target. 
Cedric became the first player in the book after pulling back Coutinho as he tried 
to break away. 
Emre Can had an opening on 64 minutes but with time and space from the edge 
of the area he dragged a shot across goal and wide. 
Saints were given a colossal let off two minutes later as Coutinho slipped the ball 
into the path of Firmino who had just Forster to beat from 12 yards out. However, 
he slid his shot wide of the post. 
 

 

http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/all-about/liverpool-fc
http://www.dailyecho.co.uk/search/?search=Premier+League&topic_id=1044
http://www.dailyecho.co.uk/search/?search=Fraser+Forster&topic_id=8414
http://www.dailyecho.co.uk/search/?search=Nathaniel+Clyne&topic_id=8413
http://www.dailyecho.co.uk/search/?search=Sadio+Mane&topic_id=8419
http://www.dailyecho.co.uk/search/?search=Jose+Fonte&topic_id=6358
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Klopp’s men held to frustrating draw 
Chelsea won here impressively three weeks ago and Liverpool will feel they 
should have done so too, dominating a disappointingly supine Southampton side 
but failing to score. They remain on top of the Premier League table, ahead of 
Manchester City on goals scored, but Chelsea now can overtake them with a win 
at Middlesbrough. 
Apart from the club colours, it could almost have been a Liverpool home game as 
Jurgen Klopp's men poured relentlessly towards goal, urged on by their noisy 
supporters. But there was no winner for the travelling members of The Kop to 
cheer, as Sadio Mane was denied a goal against his old club by England 
goalkeeper Fraser Forster in the first half and Philippe Coutinho, Roberto Firmino 
and another Saints old boy, Nathaniel Clyne, all missed good chances in the 
second. 
Liverpool were without one of their other ex-Saints, Adam Lallana having failed to 
recover from the injury sustained on England duty against Spain on Tuesday. But 
with Coutinho surprisingly passed fit despite a hamstring problem and a long 
journey back from international duty, the black-clad visitors still forced 
Southampton back in the early stages. 
The difficulty was finding a way through the mass of bodies, especially as the final 
ball and the first touch had to be perfect with space so restricted. And there one 
or two words from their players to Mark Clattenburg, the referee, after some 
hefty challenges from the home players. 
Saints were also missing a key player, playmaker Dusan Tadic absent after 
breaking his nose, and they struggled to impose themselves on the game. Right 
back Cedric Soares was an unexpected outlet, trying his luck with a 20-yarder that 
went a yard wide and floating in a cross that Loris Karius fisted away when a 
simple catch did not look difficult. 
But Liverpool continued to look more threatening and only Forster prevented 
them from taking the lead in the 28 minute. Saints could not clear a cross from 
the right and Georginio Wijnaldum's clever diagonal pass from 18 yards out found 
Mane in a few yards of space. His shot seemed bound for the top corner until 
Forster dived to his left to palm the ball away. 
Forster was scrambling across goal five minutes later to ensure that Coutinho's 
20-yarder went just wide, and was grateful to defender Virgil Van Dijk five 
minutes before half-time for a sliding block as Mane charged into the penalty area 
and lined up a shot. And Forster had to watch Wijnaldum's 25-yard shot carefully 
as it whistled just over the bar. 
Saints were still mounting only isolated forays into the Liverpool half and when 
Charlie Austin got into the penalty area and looked for support, the nearest 
teammate was barely in the same half of the pitch. 
Nothing much changed after the interval. Firmino chased a ball into the 
Southampton penalty area only to have his shirt tugged by Van Dijk, and 
infringement not spotted by referee Clattenburg. Mane tried once again to score 
against his former employers, slaloming between defenders and shooting low, 
Forster grabbing the ball by his near post at the second attempt. 
And Liverpool should have scored when Firmino and Coutinho broke away against 
a single defender, but although Firmino's pass was perfect, Coutinho's shot was 
nothing of the sort, a horrid shank that took the ball away from goal rather than 
towards it. Next, central defender Joel Matip passed up two chances, failing to get 
his head to a free kick and then a corner when in inviting positions. 
Would Liverpool pay for their profligacy? They nearly did just short of the hour as 
Austin met Soares' cross from the right but headed wide under pressure from 
Clyne. But they did not learn. Coutinho's pass sent Firmino in but with only 
Forster to beat, he shot wide with the outside of his right foot. 
Another attack, another miss: substitute Daniel Sturridge twisted and turned on 
the left before sending over a hanging cross that begged to be nodded into the 
net. Clyne did his best to oblige, jumping above both teammates and opponents, 
but his header went back across goal and wide of the post. 
And that was Liverpool's last chance. They will be kicking themselves all the way 
back to Merseyside. 
Southampton (4-3-3): Forster; Soares, Fonte, van Dijk, Bertrand; Hojbjerg (Reed 
78), Romeu, Davis; Redmond, Austin (Rodriguez 75), Boufal (Long 66). 
Subs not used: Yoshida, Clasie, Martina, Taylor. 
Liverpool (4-1-2-3): Karius; Clyne, Matip, Lovren, Milner; Henderson; Wijnaldum, 
Can (Sturridge 78); Mane (Origi 90), Firmino, Coutinho. 
Subs not used: Mignolet, Grujic, Klavan, Moreno. 
Referee: M Clattenburg 
Attendance: 31,848 
 

 
Liverpool's rising status proved by defensive Southampton display 
Southampton 0 
Liverpool 0 
Att: 31,848 
Of all the compliments paid Jurgen Klopp's side this season, this match have been 
the most significant. 
Liverpool are accustomed to distinguished teams heading to Anfield with little 
more ambition than blunting their attack - Manchester United did so expertly 
earlier in the season and designed the blueprint for others. 
That Southampton felt such caution was their chief route to success on their own 
turf demonstrated wisdom and fear from Claude Puel. This is Liverpool's challenge 
for the foreseeable future. 
Credit to the home side for becoming only the third side to 
prevent Liverpool from scoring this season, but there was as much satisfaction as 
frustration from Klopp as he assessed his side's growth. 
For league leaders, any draw will come with the description 'two points dropped' 
and while that may be correct such a negative connotation does not reflect 
Liverpool's direction of travel. 
This was a fixture they have lost plenty of times, and the kind of feisty game they 
have failed to compete in on many of the occasions. 
Little wonder Klopp was his ebullient self afterwards, his mood no doubt helped 
by the fact his side preserved its status as leaders by having scored more goals 
than Manchester City. 
"It was a really good performance versus a great side. They adapted their style to 
our strength," said Klopp. 
"I am fine with the performance. We could have scored and maybe should have 
scored. Very often in my life my team has lost games like this but we stayed in the 
game." 
Liverpool certainly had more than enough chances to win, especially in the second 
half when Roberto Firmino and Nathaniel Clyne somehow missed the target with 
Fraser Forster helpless. 
On other occasions heroic defending came to the Saints' rescue. Although the 
home fans spent much of the afternoon targeting their former centre-half Dejan 
Lovren - they have never forgiven him for the manner he left St Mary's - an 
appreciation of those who replaced him was more appropriate. 
Liverpool's attacking trio will not face many more formidable centreback pairings 
than Virgil Van Dijk and Jose Fonte this season. So often it seemed the hosts 
would succumb to the pressure only for a late intervention from one of them. 
Puel was naturally asked how long it will be before those two are the subject of 
bids from wealthier Premier League clubs, a question he repelled without daring 
to contemplate the future. 
Van Dijk's duel with Sadio Mane was high class, the Dutchman possessing both 
the pace and strength to repel the Senegalese striker. 
A last-ditch tackle on 40 minutes as Mane scurried clear with just Forster to beat 
was the most eye-catching contribution, although the defender would later be 
fortunate to escape being penalised for a shirt tug on Firmino. 
Mark Clattenburg ignored penalty appeals. Fonte was equally impressive in 
disrupting Coutinho when he looked to have shrugged off his marker at the start 
of the second half. 
On the one occasion Mane did find space in the box to get a shot away, Forster 
produced a world-class save to tip his right-footed effort over the bar. 
Liverpool improved after the interval, moving the ball quicker and finding more 
space, but the predatory instinct that had plundered 30 goals in their previous 11 
games deserted them despite incessant pressure. 
Firmino missed the easiest chance on 66 minutes, toe-poking wide after an 
exquisite Coutinho pass. 
Clyne was culpable when substitute Sturridge's cross found the England full-back 
free at the back post. The header was an inch wide. 
Southampton just about held on without offering any threat to Liverpool's 
continuously underused goalkeeper Loris Karius. 
Klopp made a point of clenching his fist to the away supporters. We need more 
time to establish if this was a momentum-stopping or momentumpreserving 
point. To the Liverpool manager, it felt the latter. 
Southampton (4-3-3) Forster 7; Soares 7, Fonte 8, Van Dijk 8, Bertrand 7; Hojbjerg 
7 (Reed 78), Romeu, Davis 7; Redmond 7, Austin 5 (Rodriguez 75), Boufal 7 (Long 
66). Subs Yoshida, Clasie, Martina, Taylor. Booked Soares. 
Liverpool (4-3-3) Karius 6; Clyne 8, Matip 8, Lovren 7, Milner 8; Wijnaldum 7, 
Henderson 8, Can 7 (Sturridge 78); Mane 7 (Origi 90), Firmino 7, Coutinho 7. Subs 
Grujic, Klavan, Moreno, Lucas, Mignolet (g). Booked Coutinho. 
Referee M Clattenburg (Tyne & Wear). 
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Saints weather storm 
Not too many teams have kept Liverpool goalless lately, and if Southampton's 
taming of the Premier League's most prolific scorers did not quite shift the Jurgen 
Klopp juggernaut from the top of the table they are level on points with 
Manchester City it tightened up the congestion at the 
summit. Liverpool dominated the ball, and the chances, but Southampton's 
resourcefulness will have provided hints to Liverpool's future opponents on how 
to nullify that. 
Southampton, dogged, compact and belligerent, had very few moments in which 
they hinted at stealing three points against the run of play. But they maintained 
their composure to thwart the league leaders through sustained periods of 
pressure. And that is a feather in their cap. 
Klopp, the Liverpool manager, praised the stifling Saints. "They are one of the 
best-organised teams in the league," he said, while noting that Claude Puel had 
altered his approach to stymie a Liverpoolwho had accumulated a dozen goals in 
their previous three league matches. "Usually they play differently," he said, and 
Puel had no argument. 
The home side's point had, said Puel, been built on the "attitude and 
concentration" of the defensive unit. "We were playing a very good team, and it 
was important to keep our discipline and organisation." Then again, Southampton 
ought to be able to secondguess Liverpool as well as anybody. There is an 
intimacy between these two clubs that has been beneficial for the Saints' coffers, 
if not so satisfying for supporters. The movement of footballers from St Mary's to 
Merseyside has sometimes resembled a stampede: Nathaniel Clyne, Ricky 
Lambert, Adam Lallana, Dejan Lovren, and most recently Sadio Mane. The yield 
for the sellers for those five amounted to not far less than PS100m in transfer 
fees; the dividend for Liverpool the signing of Lambert apart has been a raising of 
standards. 
Lallana was injured yesterday but Mane and Clyne were in the line-up and a 
firsthalf Mane effort was excellently saved by Fraser Forster, the Southampton 
goalkeeper. 
Lovren was back too and a large number in the crowd made it their business to 
boo his every touch of the ball to the point of hoarseness, such was Liverpool's 
monopoly on possession. Such was the effectiveness of the Southampton 
barricade that Lovren, at centre-half, had the ball again and again, more than he 
would have wanted. Liverpool tried to probe but none of their attacking runners 
surprised their opponents, and on the rare occasions one threatened to thread 
away through, Virgil van Dijk would simply broaden his stride to catch them up. 
Southampton were streetwise, too, when circumstances demanded it. However, 
home fans had little to cheer except the defensive rigour of their own team. On 
the one occasion in the first half that Charlie Austin, very alone up front, broke 
clear there was nobody to support his counterattack. 
For Liverpool, Mane raised the pulse with a curling shot when opportunity came 
to him via a Clyne cross and a pass from Georginio Wijnaldum. The opening had 
been engineered by Philippe Coutinho, who had dropped deep to find solutions to 
the impasse. Mane's effort was elegantly struck, Forster's reflexes even better as 
the goalkeeper soared to his left. 
There would be greater penetration from Liverpool as the evening sky darkened. 
"Our body language was better after half-time," said Klopp. "We had chances to 
win the game." Firmino had a glimpse of a route past Van Dijk that he felt the 
Dutch defender, grabbing at the Brazilian's jersey, had impeded unfairly. Soon 
afterwards, Coutinho scuffed a shot under pressure, after Southampton had 
carelessly conceded the ball in midfield. Then the two Brazilians combined 
imaginatively in a move that finished with Firmino poking a low attempt wide of 
Forster's right-hand post with the outside of his foot. 
The introduction of Daniel Sturridge meant extra Liverpool vim. The England 
player's mazy run and cross invited Clyne to pump a headed effort goalwards. 
Forster saved, and then plunged to his left to palm clear a Firmino drive. 
Southampton weathered those moments of anxiety and survived a looping 
Coutinho free kick, which was scooped away from Joel Matip's head by Austin. 
Austin's opportunities at the end of the pitch where his expertise lies were 
limited, but he did rise to head wide. That ran contrary to the rest of the game's 
traffic. "It was a good point for us," Puel said. 
Southampton: Forster 8, Soares 7, Fonte 8, Van Dijk 8, Bertrand 8, Hojbjerg 7 
(Reed 78min, 5), Romeu 7, Davis 7, Redmond 6, Austin 6 (Rodrigquez 75min, 5), 
Boufal 5 (Long, 66min, 7) Liverpool: Karius 7, Clyne 7, Matip 7, Lovren 7, Milner 7, 
Wijnaldum 7, Henderson 6, Can 6 (Sturrdige 78min, 7), Mane 7 (Origi 90min, 4), 
Firmino 7, Coutinho 7 
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Liverpool remain top of the Premier League despite failing to score for only the 
third time this season in their goalless draw against Southampton. 
Liverpool forward Sadio Mane twice went close to opening the scoring on his 
return to St Mary's before the break, only to be denied by a superb Fraser Forster 
save and Virgil van Dijk's last-ditch block. 
Brazilian duo Philippe Coutinho and Roberto Firmino missed good chances when 
clear on goal, while another former Saint, Nathaniel Clyne, headed wide late on. 
Perhaps affected by the international break, Liverpool lacked the fluency that has 
characterised their impressive start to the season. 
However, they were also met with a resolute Southampton defence. 
The hosts had chances of their own, with Charlie Austin heading Cedric Soares' 
cross wide, but defeat would have been harsh on Liverpool who remain ahead of 
second-placed Manchester City by virtue of scoring more goals. 
Old boys fail to sparkle on return 
This fixture has gained added interest in recent years, with Liverpool spending 
almost £100m on buying some of Southampton's best players. 
Croatia centre-back Lovren, who cost the Reds £20m when he moved from the 
South Coast, is one of those players and he enjoyed a relatively comfortable 
afternoon. 
Right-back Clyne was a constant threat on the overlap, only to spurn the chance 
to punish his former side by heading substitute Daniel Sturridge's cross well wide 
on 80 minutes. 
Lively Senegal forward Mane came close to ensuring a triumphant return for the 
Saints' old boys but his curling first-time effort from Georginio Wijnaldum's pass 
was tipped over brilliantly by Forster. 
The impressive Van Dijk also made a crucial block before Mane faded after the 
break. 
It was perhaps Adam Lallana - the former Saint who was not on the pitch - whose 
absence was most keenly felt by Liverpool. 
The in-form midfielder was injured on England duty during the week and 
Liverpool lacked the cohesion he brings to their prolific attacking triumvirate. 
Laboured Liverpool, solid Saints 
Southampton kept their opponents quiet in the first half, despite the previous 
three meetings between the two sides producing 14 goals. 
Liverpool only burst into life following Mane's two chances at the end of the first 
45, and that marked the start of a flurry of Liverpool chances after the break. 
Coutinho took an unusually laboured touch when clear through to allow Jose 
Fonte to recover, before the Brazilian turned provider with a deft throughball to 
Firmino, only for his compatriot to poke wide when unmarked 10 yards out. 
Liverpool, however, will be pleased to secure only their second clean sheet of the 
season against a Saints side who did not register a single shot on target. 
Despite breaking Liverpool's own winning streak of four games, a point means 
Saints are now without a win in four Premier League games. 
Man of the match: Virgil van Dijk (Southampton) 
The Dutch defender had one nervy moment, appearing to pull Firmino's shirt on 
the edge of the area to prevent the Brazilian going through, but referee Mark 
Clattenburg quickly waved away Liverpool's protests. 
Otherwise he was excellent, making a key block on former team-mate Mane and 
ensuring his fellow defenders were never overwhelmed by Liverpool's attacking 
talents. 
Liverpool's attack blunted for a second time 
Two of Liverpool's last five top-flight games have ended in goalless draws, after 
just one in the previous 37 under Jurgen Klopp. 
Southampton failed to register a single shot on target in a Premier League game 
for the first time since 28 December 2004, also against Liverpool. 
The Reds kept a clean sheet for the first time in their last 12 Premier League away 
games. 
Southampton have failed to score in consecutive home top-flight games for the 
first time since February 2015 (three in total in that run). 
What they said 
Liverpool boss Jurgen Klopp: "We could have won the game, but in the end I am 
happy with performance. It was an away game at Southampton and a good 
performance - with a clean sheet. 
"Usually you lose in game like this, because body language is such you end up 
doing something different and giving one chance away and they score. 
"When you are ready for work then you deserve the minimum of a draw. Not the 
best day in our life, but for sure not the worst. 
"It is tight at the top but not only for us. That is good. All teams are the same. This 
league is tough and we are here because of this and we like it." 
Southampton boss Claude Puel: "I think it was a good performance today. We 
played against a very good team with good players. 
"It was difficult to play against them because they work very well with a lot of the 
ball. So it was important to keep discipline to get a point. 
"We have 15 international players and it is difficult to work without these players 
during the break. However, what we showed was a good spirit, attitude and 
discipline. We tried to play good football but it was difficult against this team." 
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Match ends, Southampton 0, Liverpool 0. 
90'+5' Second Half ends, Southampton 0, Liverpool 0. 
90'+1' Substitution, Liverpool. Divock Origi replaces Sadio Mané. 
90' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Oriol Romeu. 
87' Attempt blocked. Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Daniel Sturridge. 
85' Hand ball by Jordan Henderson (Liverpool. 
83' Attempt missed. James Milner (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box 
misses to the left following a corner. 
82' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Fraser Forster. 
82' Attempt saved. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool right footed shot from the left side of the 
box is saved in the bottom right corner. 
82' Attempt blocked. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Roberto Firmino. 
80' Attempt missed. Nathaniel Clyne (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is 
close, but misses to the left. Assisted by Daniel Sturridge with a cross. 
78' Substitution, Southampton. Harrison Reed replaces Pierre-Emile Højbjerg. 
78' Substitution, Liverpool. Daniel Sturridge replaces Emre Can. 
78' Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool is shown the yellow card. 
77' Foul by Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool. 
77' Nathan Redmond (Southampton wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
76' Attempt blocked. Emre Can (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is blocked. 
Assisted by Philippe Coutinho with a cross. 
76' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Virgil van Dijk. 
76' Attempt blocked. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool left footed shot from the centre of the 
box is blocked. Assisted by James Milner. 
75' Substitution, Southampton. Jay Rodriguez replaces Charlie Austin. 
71' Hand ball by Pierre-Emile Højbjerg (Southampton. 
70' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Cédric Soares. 
69' Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
69' Foul by Pierre-Emile Højbjerg (Southampton. 
68' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Cédric Soares. 
66' Substitution, Southampton. Shane Long replaces Sofiane Boufal. 
66' Attempt missed. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the 
box is close, but misses to the left. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho. 
64' Attempt missed. Emre Can (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the box misses to 
the right. Assisted by Roberto Firmino. 
62' Foul by Roberto Firmino (Liverpool. 
62' Virgil van Dijk (Southampton wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
62' Foul by Roberto Firmino (Liverpool. 
62' José Fonte (Southampton wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
61' Cédric Soares (Southampton is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
60' Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
60' Foul by Cédric Soares (Southampton. 
58' Attempt missed. Charlie Austin (Southampton header from the centre of the box is 
close, but misses to the left. Assisted by Cédric Soares with a cross. 
57' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Charlie Austin. 
56' Roberto Firmino (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
56' Foul by Ryan Bertrand (Southampton. 
56' Offside, Liverpool. Nathaniel Clyne tries a through ball, but Sadio Mané is caught 
offside. 
51' Foul by Roberto Firmino (Liverpool. 
51' Virgil van Dijk (Southampton wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
51' Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
50' Delay in match José Fonte (Southampton because of an injury. 
49' Attempt missed. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool left footed shot from the centre of the 
box misses to the left. Assisted by Roberto Firmino. 
49' Attempt missed. Sadio Mané (Liverpool left footed shot from a difficult angle on the 
left is close, but misses to the left. Assisted by Emre Can. 
 Second Half begins Southampton 0, Liverpool 0. 
45'+2' First Half ends, Southampton 0, Liverpool 0. 
45'+1' Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
45'+1' Pierre-Emile Højbjerg (Southampton wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
45'+1' Attempt missed. Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool right footed shot from outside 
the box is too high. Assisted by James Milner. 
40' Attempt blocked. Sadio Mané (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the box 
is blocked. Assisted by Georginio Wijnaldum. 
40' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Virgil van Dijk. 
38' Offside, Liverpool. Sadio Mané tries a through ball, but Roberto Firmino is caught 
offside. 
33' Attempt missed. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box 
is close, but misses to the left. Assisted by Emre Can. 
29' Foul by Roberto Firmino (Liverpool. 
29' Ryan Bertrand (Southampton wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
28' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Fraser Forster. 
28' Attempt saved. Sadio Mané (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the box is 
saved in the top right corner. Assisted by Georginio Wijnaldum. 
27' Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
27' Foul by Oriol Romeu (Southampton. 
25' Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
25' Foul by Cédric Soares (Southampton. 
23' Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
23' Nathan Redmond (Southampton wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
21' Offside, Southampton. Ryan Bertrand tries a through ball, but Charlie Austin is 
caught offside. 

 
 
21' Foul by Jordan Henderson (Liverpool. 
21' Pierre-Emile Højbjerg (Southampton wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
19' Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
19' Foul by Pierre-Emile Højbjerg (Southampton. 
18' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
18' Foul by Steven Davis (Southampton. 
17' Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
17' Charlie Austin (Southampton wins a free kick on the right wing. 
14' Attempt missed. Cédric Soares (Southampton left footed shot from outside the box 
misses to the left. 
9' Foul by Roberto Firmino (Liverpool. 
9' Ryan Bertrand (Southampton wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
4' Offside, Southampton. Steven Davis tries a through ball, but Nathan Redmond is 
caught offside. 
3' Corner, Southampton. Conceded by Joel Matip. 
3' Attempt blocked. Ryan Bertrand (Southampton left footed shot from outside the box 
is blocked. Assisted by Charlie Austin. 
 First Half begins. 
Lineups are announced and players are warming up.  
 


